Conduent Legal and Compliance Solutions

Viewpoint eDiscovery
Skillfully manage litigations with current and efficient digital technology.

Data growth is explosive
More data has been produced
in the last 2 years than in
the entire history of
the human race.

Human history

The last 2 years

Challenges we help solve

Driven by the rapid pace of business, regulatory change and
expanding volumes of information produced each year, legal and
compliance departments struggle to keep up.
Information is an organization’s lifeblood.
The call to harness technology to simplify processes that capture key informational data,
help organizations regain control and become more intelligent and proactive has never
been greater.
Conduent Legal and Compliance Solutions integrate data analytics, technology and
expert professional services to help solve legal, compliance and business challenges —
fostering sound decision making, smart data capture and reduced costs.

• Growth and complexity of data
• Increasing and changing regulations

Viewpoint eDiscovery

• Time and cost of document review

Our all-in-one eDiscovery software offers completely integrated functionality in a single
product: collection, pre-processing/processing, ECA, review (technology-assisted and/
or linear), analysis, production and case management. Viewpoint gives you the flexibility,
scalability and automation to manage eDiscovery processes the way you need them to
work for your unique requirements and caseload.

• Third party vendor and technology inefficiencies
• Ability to leverage disparate data sources to
enrich reporting
• Employee and customer privacy protection
• Resource intensive processes
• Excessive outside counsel spend
• Cross-matter data reuse

Reporting and Business Intelligence
Our Client Portal provides you with a single, centralized view into all reporting,
visualizations and analytics across all of your legal and compliance matters with
Conduent Legal and Compliance Solutions. Advantages include:
• Transparency—obtain comprehensive view into all matters, metrics and costs
• Cost savings—proactively manage the cost of your active matters to save on legal
expenses
• Unified reporting metrics across your entire portfolio of legal and compliance matters
• Make apples-to-apples comparison of metrics across projects
• Understand total scope of engagements under management
Managed Document Review
Alongside our platform, we provide rapid-response, high-volume document review and
translation services by expert legal teams. Working with Conduent, you gain access to a
bench of thousands of professionals located in key locations around the globe.
Reviews are led by domain experts who work in close collaboration with counsel and
are guided by experienced attorney project managers. Every review is customized to
specified case needs and conducted by highly qualified, review professionals.

Conduent Legal and Compliance Solutions

Case Study
75% reduction of human analysis
Our Challenge
• Our client announced a bet-the-company merger
and received scrutiny from US competition
authorities via a Federal Trade Commission
Second Request.
• The competition authorities requested millions
of documents from company employees located
around the world, which needed to be collected,
reviewed, redacted and produced.
• The client required a heightened level of support
to meet the demanding timelines required to
challenge the administrative complaint.
Our Solution
• We designed a dual-shore, follow-the-sun
approach leveraging our data analytics suite,
supported by 100 attorneys in India, alongside
US-based Chinese and Norwegian attorneys and
a US-based privilege QC team.
• More than 2.5 million documents were reviewed,
redacted, translated, and logged for privilege over
nine months.
• 200,000+ documents were reviewed and
produced on a rolling weekly basis in the final
month of the project, with productions required
within days of collection and processing.
Our Results
• By meeting numerous rapid discovery deadlines,
we ensured substantial compliance with the
government’s demands.

Ignite your digital transformation
Our experience delivering technology-enabled risk, compliance and litigation solutions
goes back more than 15 years. Our scope of expertise, leading-edge technology platforms
and flexible options equip us to meet your challenges and help you reach new levels of
success across your legal and compliance landscape.

Why Conduent?
Proprietary
tools save clients millions
of dollars in review and
hosting costs.

Robust
15+ year track record of successful
delivery of the most complex cases
for the biggest corporations.

• Our analytics tools reduced the review corpus
from 10 Million to 2.5 Million documents
• Compliance with a Second Request completed
accurately and efficiently with a 75% reduction
of human analysis
• Offshore review provided significant cost savings
and ensured 24-hour support to meet the quick
turns required, while higher value tasks remained
onshore to ensure defensibility.

End-to-end
capabilities to
support the entire
litigation lifecycle.

Global
footprint with private
cloud hosting capabilities
in US, EU, APAC.

Holistic
approach to
legal spend
management.

Watch our video to learn more about Legal, Compliance and Risk Solutions
from Conduent.
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